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BasicBayes: A tutor system
for simple Bayesian inference

PETER SEDLMEIER
UniversiUit Paderborn; Paderborn, Germany

Todate, attempts to teach Bayesian inference to nonexperts have not met with much success. Basic
Bayes, the computerized tutor presented here, is an attempt to change this state of affairs. BasicBayes
is based on a novel theoretical framework about Bayesian reasoning recently introduced by Gigeren
zer and Hoffrage (1995). This framework focuses on the connection between "cognitive algorithms"
and "information formats." BasicBayes teaches people how to translate Bayesian text problems into
frequency formats, which have been shown to entail computationally simpler cognitivealgorithms than
those entailed by probability formats. The components and mode of functioning of BasicBayes are de
scribed in detail. Empirical evidence demonstrates the effectiveness of BasicBayes in teaching people
simple Bayesian inference. Because of its flexible system architecture, BasicBayescan also be used as
a research tool.

Estimating the probability ofa hypothesis in the face of
new data is a task with which we all are confronted every
day. A general framework for making such judgments is
provided by Bayesian inference. For more than two dec
ades, a considerable amount ofresearch has been devoted
to finding out whether people apply Bayesian inference
in tasks in which it is applicable. The results have turned
out to be overwhelmingly negative. In particular, it has
been found that people apparently neglect the prior prob
ability ofhypotheses-that is, their base rates. The follow
ing conclusion from Bar-Hillel (1980) represents those
ofmost researchers in this area ofresearch well: "The gen
uineness, the robustness, and the generality of the base
rate fallacy are matters of established fact" (p. 215).

Here is an abbreviated example of the kind ofproblem
that is typically used in research on Bayesian inference
the "mammography problem" (adapted from Casscells,
Schoenberger, & Grayboys, 1978, and Eddy, 1982):

The prevalence ofbreast cancer is 1% for women over age
40. A widely used test, mammography, gives a positive re
sult in 10% of women without breast cancer, and in 80%
of women with breast cancer. What is the probability that
a woman in this age class who tests positive actually has
breast cancer?

The vast majority of people presented with problems
like this one gives incorrect solutions. Ina study by Eddy
(1982), for instance, 95 out of 100 physicians given num-
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erical information nearly identical to that above estimated
the probability p(cancer Ipositive) to be 70%-80%.

What would have been the Bayesian solution? The three
crucial pieces of information stated in the text (percent
ages transformed into probabilities) are:

base rate: p(cancer) = .01

hit rate: p(positive Icancer) = .80

false alarm rate: p(positive Ino cancer) = .10

The mammography problem can be solved by apply
ing Bayesian inference in its most elementary form with
two exhaustive and exclusive (point) hypotheses, "can
cer" and "no cancer." (Only this simple form of Bayesian
inference is dealt with here.) The task is to estimate the
posterior probability p(cancer Ipositive). The version of
Bayes's theorem needed to compute this probability from
the given probabilities is shown at the bottom of the next
page. Thus, the Bayesian posterior probability is an order
of magnitude smaller than the modal estimate typically
found in experimental studies of the mammography
problem.

This paper first gives a short overview of previous at
tempts to teach Bayesian reasoning. The theoretical basis
for BasicBayes, a novel theoretical framework for statis
tical reasoning introduced by Gigerenzer and Hoffrage
(1995), is then presented. Finally, the components of
BasicBayes are described in detail.

TEACHING BAYESIAN INFERENCE

Shaughnessy (1992, p. 469) wonders why cognitive psy
chologists lament the depth and tenacity ofpeople's mis
conceptions ofprobability, and at the same time make lit
tle attempt to collaborate with mathematics educators in
designing effective ways to teach probabilistic reasoning.
Indeed, there have been only a few attempts on the part of
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cognitive psychologists to teach Bayesian reasoning to
nonexperts, most of them based on corrective feedback
(Lindeman, van den Brink, & Hoogstraten, 1988; Peterson,
DuCharme, & Edwards, 1968; Schaefer, 1976). No sub
stantial training effect was found in any of these studies.

In a different kind of training study, Fong, Lurigio, and
Stalans (1990) taught participants to be sensitive to the
effect of sample size on the accuracy of estimates. They
expected that training would also have beneficial effects
on Bayesian reasoning by directing participants' attention
to base rates. Their study assumes that rule training
that is, training in formal aspects of statistical laws
enhances statistical reasoning (Nisbett, 1993). Its effec
tiveness was limited, however: Only when the base rate
of the outcome to be predicted was very high did the train
ing enhance the use ofbase rates. The tutoring system pre
sented in this paper, BasicBayes, relies on a different the
oretical approach. It assumes that training in the use of
external representational formats, rather than rule train
ing, improves Bayesian reasoning.

Representational Formats in Statistical Reasoning
Recall that the information in the mammography

problem was represented in terms of probabilities ex
pressed as percentages. According to Gigerenzer and Hoff
rage (1995), information format (e.g., probability vs. fre
quency) is crucial to how people solve the problem. In
order to understand their argument, let us assume that
humans have evolved capacities or algorithms for statis
tical reasoning. Let us further assume that the design of
the mind and its environment have evolved in tandem.
What would be the input format to which evolved statis
tical algorithms are tuned? It would almost certainly not
be probabilities or percentages, since the concept ofprob
ability entered human thinking only several hundred
years ago--far too recently to have had a remarkable in
fluence on the evolution of the human mind.

Cosmides and Tooby (1996) and Gigerenzer (1994)
argue that the mind's algorithms for statistical reasoning
are tuned tofrequencies ofevents rather than probabilities
or percentages. This argument explains why researchers
in most studies have come to negative conclusions about
people's ability to reason statistically: Most of them have
employed text problems that state the numerical informa
tion in terms of probabilities or percentages. If this ex
planation is correct, then difficulties in solving statistical
reasoning problems should largely disappear if the infor
mation is presented in the form of absolute frequencies
instead of probabilities or percentages. Indeed, studies
on the "conjunction fallacy" (Fiedler, 1988; Hertwig,
1995), "overconfidence bias" (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, &
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Kleinbolting, 1991), and "base rate neglect" (Christensen
Szalanski & Beach, 1982; Gigerenzer, Hell, & Blank,
1988) support the idea that people's statistical reasoning
improves when information is presented in terms of
frequencies.

How would the mammography problem look in a fre
quency format? We must first specify a reference class
(e.g., 100 women) and then express all percentages as ab
solute frequencies. For example:

Imagine 100 women. Assume that 1 woman has cancer and
a positive mammography. Also, assume that there are 10
more women with positive mammographies but no cancer.
Thus about 11 women test positive. How many women who
test positive have cancer?

Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995) translated Bayesian
problems into frequency formats similar to the one above
and found 46% spontaneous Bayesian solutions, as com
pared with 16% with the same problems stated in terms
ofpercentages. They also analyzed the computations nec
essary to solve the problem in each format and found that
frequency formats entailed computationally simpler
Bayesian algorithms than did probability formats. In the
transformed mammography problem, for instance, one
can immediately "see" the answer 1 out of11 women by
dividing the number ofpositive tests & cancer (P & C) by
the number ofpositive tests (P). This relative frequency
then gives the Bayesian posterior probability: p(cancer I
positive) = (P & C)/P.

If humans possess cognitive algorithms for Bayesian
inference that work on frequency formats, the most ef
fective training would not be to show them Bayes's for
mula but to teach them how to translate information rep
resented in a probability format into a frequency format.
This is precisely what BasicBayes is designed to do.

THE TUTOR

BasicBayes was adapted from a subject-tested tutor de
veloped by Sedlmeier and Gigerenzer (1995). BasicBayes
is an unintelligent tutor: It does not contain a student
module that allows for assessment of the student's current
level ofknowledge or for custom tailoring of the instruc
tional strategy. Instead, it is more in line with approaches
to computerized tutoring that emphasize apprenticeship
(e.g., Newman, 1989)and rich problem-solving interfaces
(e.g., Nathan, Johl, Kintsch, & Lewis, 1989). More than
10 years ofresearch on "cognitive tutors" has led 1.R. An
derson and colleagues to conclude that as the operational
definition of the learning task, the problem-solving in
terface is ofprimary importance and should even be con-

p(cancer) *p(positive Icancer)
p(cancer Ipositive) = -------~--...:....-...!--"-------'------':....-------

p(cancer) *p(positive Icancer) +p(no cancer) *p(positive Ino cancer)

= .01 X .80/(.01 X .80+.99 X .10)

= .008/.107

= .075.
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structed first (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier,
1995). Consistent with the theoretical analysis of infor
mation formats above, the interface is the most impor
tant aspect of BasicBayes.

In their test of BasicBayes's predecessor, Sedlmeier
and Gigerenzer (1995) identified two frequency formats
that were particularly effective in teaching Bayesian rea
soning: the frequency grid and the frequency tree. In the
frequency grid, frequencies are displayed pictorially by
the number ofmarked squares in a grid; in the frequency
tree, frequencies are displayed by numbers in a tree dia
gram. On the basis of informal trial sessions, in which just
as many participants preferred to work with the frequency
tree as with the frequency grid, it was decided that both
kinds of frequency format would be employed in Basic
Bayes. The program was developed on a Macintosh Per
forma and written in Macintosh CommonLisp (Apple
Computer, 1992).

Interface
In both the frequency grid and the frequency tree train

ing, the screen is always divided into three windows. Fig
ure 1 shows these three windows for the mammography
problem during frequency grid training (different screen
colors are represented here as different shadings). The
problem is shown in the text window (bottom left). The
representation window (top) displays a frequency grid rep
resenting 1,000 women who have undergone mammog
raphy. The tutor window (bottom right) gives information,
explanations, and instructions. The user interacts with the

,.. ~ User Training Test Help

program via either the tutor window or the representation
window and is allowed to manipulate single squares with
the mouse. In the mammography problem, for instance,
a woman (represented as a square) can be marked as hav
ing breast cancer and/or a positive test result. Depending
on current requirements, the tutor window provides sev
eral choices that can be selected by mouse, and it permits
the user to insert text.

Figure 2 shows the screen during frequency tree train
ing. In this case, the text window appears at the upper
right. The user has just been asked to enter two numbers
in the tutor window, which yield the desired posterior prob
ability. The left window shows the frequency tree itself
with numerical values already filled in. The user can
change any value in a node by clicking that node with the
mouse and typing.

Knowledge Representation
BasicBayes represents knowledge about each problem

in frame-like structures (see, e.g., Minsky, 1975; Sedl
meier & Robles de Acufia-Ponseti, 1992) using CLOS
(see Keene, 1989). Figure 3 shows the problem represen
tation frame, which consists of 10 slots. One slot is devoted
to the text, the question, and the title of the problem, re
spectively. Several other slots contain the segments oftext
needed if BasicBayes is called upon to explain the prob
lem to the user. In particular, BasicBayes provides a term
for the individuals or objects involved in the problem (e.g.,
Women), a hypothesis label (e.g., Breast Cancer), and an
explanation of true positives (e.g., Positive Test & Breast

Tue 9::53 RM;Z; " '

Now you will be asked to translate the
information giuen in the problem into the
FREQUENCY GRID representettnn:

(continue)

Figure 1. A typical screen during BasicBayes training. The text window (bottom left) shows part of
the mammography problem, the representation window (top) displays a 50 x 20 frequency grid, and
the tutor window (bottom right) gives a preview of what will be the next step in the training.
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Figure 2. Screen during frequency tree training, just before solution of the mammography problem.

Cancer) andfalse positives (e.g., Positive Test & No Breast
Cancer) in the problem at hand.

Finally, some slots of the problem representation con
tain the numerical information given in the problem,
which is always expressed in terms of probabilities. If
BasicBayes has to deal with frequencies, it multiplies the
probabilities by the size of the reference class given by
the user. Consider an example involving the frequency
tree representation ofthe mammography problem: If the
system has to fill in (or check) a number in the node for
the hypothesis (Breast Cancer), it multiplies the given
probability (.0 I) by the size ofthe relevant reference class
(e.g., 1,000) and uses the resulting value (20) for evalu
ation. If the result is not an integer (as with a small refer
ence class it frequently is not), it rounds both to the next
higher and the next smaller integer. The integer closer to
the (real) number resulting from multiplication is used
for demonstration and explanation, and both are used in
the evaluation of user input.

~odesofTeaching

BasicBayes has two modes of teaching, one fixed and
one flexible. In the fixed mode, the program works out
detailed solutions to two problems, the sepsis problem
and the mammography problem. In the flexible mode,
the program allows the user to choose problems that she
then has to work out herself. In this mode, the user can
fully manipulate the frequency formats shown on the
screen. Both modes work with the frequency grid and the
frequency tree.

Fixed mode. In the fixed mode, training advances in
steps. At each step, BasicBayes explains what it will do
next and why. First, it demonstrates how the information
in the problem text can be translated into a frequency
format and then how one can solve for the desired pos
terior probability by using this format. Let us demonstrate
the fixed mode with the frequency grid version.

The fixed mode begins by explaining and working out
a detailed solution to the sepsis problem (not shown here).
Figure 4 displays an early point in the solution to the sec
ond problem that it works out for the user, the mammog
raphy problem. The frequency grid has just been intro
duced, and BasicBayes begins analyzing the information
given in the problem text. It continues by entering the
cases referring to the hypothesis (the one woman with
breast cancer) into the lOX 10 grid. Because that woman
has been correctly diagnosed as having breast cancer
(80% of I is rounded to I), it then marks that entry with
a circled cross. Once the false positives have also been en
tered, BasicBayes arrives at a first solution (Figure 5).

Since the values in Figure 5 are rounded, the solution
is not very accurate. (Recall that plugging the probabil
ities into Bayes's formula yields a solution of.075.) There
fore, BasicBayes proceeds to illustrate how the size ofthe
reference class can influence the accuracy ofthe solution.
In the mammography problem, the exact numbers oftrue
positives and false positives for the mammography test
are.8 (80% of I woman) and 9.9 (10% of99 women).
Since the grid accepts only whole cases, the resulting ratio
oftrue positives divided by all positives in a lOX 10 grid
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Figure 3. A frame containing BasicBayes's "knowledge" about
each problem. See text for further explanation.

is 1/11 (.09). The exact value can be attained by using a
50 X 20 grid. Toward the end of the fixed mode training,
BasicBayes juxtaposes the different estimates calculated
from the two grids in order to demonstrate that using a
larger reference class results in a more accurate estimate
of the posterior probability (Figure 6).

The frequency tree version follows the same line of
reasoning as does the frequency grid version, and the two
versions are worded as similarly as possible.

Flexible mode. In the flexible mode, BasicBayes asks
the user to perform actions (e.g., shading the grid or enter
ing numbers), gives hints, and delivers immediate feed
back to incorrect input. Immediate feedback has proved
to be very useful, although not always optimal, in tutor
systems (Anderson, Boyle, Corbett, & Lewis, 1990).
Like the fixed mode, the flexible mode is available in
both versions of the frequency format. Let us first illus
trate this mode in the frequency tree representation mode
of the mammography problem (Figure 2).

The user first has to choose the size of the reference
class. BasicBayes recommends 100 or 1,000, but the user
can choose any size. A reference class of I,000 has already
been chosen in Figure 2 (top node). The user is instructed
how to enter numbers into the nodes of the tree and then
to do so. BasicBayes is able to perform several kinds of
corrective interventions in response to the user's entries.
The user always has a choice between trying again or let-

ting BasicBayes perform the corrections. If, after several
corrective interventions, the user is still unable to fill in
the numbers correctly and does not want to try again, Ba
sicBayes inserts the correct numbers into all nodes and
asks the user to key in the numbers needed to calculate the
ratio (H&D)/D (see Figure 2). BasicBayes accepts only
correct solutions and urges users to try again until they
succeed.

As in the fixed mode, the frequency grid version is con
structed to be as similar as possible to the frequency tree
version. Unlike the frequency tree version, however,where
the size of the reference class can be chosen without
restriction, the frequency grid offers only two sizes, 100
and 1,000. BasicBayes provides two ways to insert (or
delete) information in the grid: clicking squares with the
mouse (and pressing another key), or keying in the num
bers and letting the program fill in the shadings and cir
cled crosses where appropriate. BasicBayes verifies that
all the necessary information has been inserted and then
checks whether the numbers of shaded squares, shaded
and crossed squares, and squares with just a cross coin
cide with the information given in the problem. If there
is no match, it shows the correct numbers on request. Fig
ure 7 illustrates that the numerical entries can be made
in any order as long as the number ofcases falling into each
class (H, D&H, D&not H) is entered correctly.

Finally, as in the frequency tree version, the user is re
quested to key in the numbers for the ratio (H&D)/D, yield
ing the posterior probability.

Empirical Evaluation
An experimental predecessor of BasicBayes has been

tested empirically (for a detailed description of the study,
see Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1995). Four groups of par
ticipants were tested: one received no training and served
as a control, two were trained with frequency formats (fre
quency tree and frequency grid, respectively), and one was
given rule training that consisted of teaching participants
how to extract the information necessary for Bayes's for
mula from the problem and to plug it in. Like BasicBayes,
the tutor was implemented as a computer program and
was kept as similar as possible across training conditions.
Participants in the training conditions were tested at four
points in time: before training, immediately after training,
I week after training, and 5 weeks after training. The lat
ter two tests were aimed at examining the transfer and sta
bility of the training effect. All tests were administered
on computer.

The participants in all three training conditions gave
more correct solutions to Bayesian inference problems
than did those in the control group. This effect was, how
ever, much more pronounced in the two frequency con
ditions than in the rule-training condition. Before training,
the median percentage of correct solutions was between
0% and 5% in all conditions. Immediately after training,
the medians in the frequency conditions were 70% (fre
quency grid) and 80% (frequency tree) as compared with
35% in the rule-training condition. Five weeks after train
ing, the medians for the two frequency conditions rose to
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Now, looking at the problem, we see that 1 '70
of the population that comes in for
mammographies has breast cancer,
regardless of the outcome of the test. That
means that lout of our 100 women actually
has breast cancer. (Recall that this is the
base rata.l
Let's represent this 1 woman with cancer by
shading in 1 of the squares.

Figure 4. Screen during fixed mode training (mammography problem). The text window displays
the text of the mammography problem, the representation window shows a fresh 10 x 10 grid. and
the tutor window explains the information given in the text in order to prepare the user to work in
the representation window.
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II Breast Cancer

EE Positiue Test

The key to this is the last part of the
question, IF SHE TESTS POSITIUE. How many
people out of our 100 cases test positiue?

One person who actually has cancer tests
positiue (TRUE POSITIUE), but so do 10 of the
people who do not haue cancer (FRLSE
POSITIUES). What is the probability that one
of these 11 people Who tests positiue is the
one who has cancer? Quite simply, we know
that lout of the 11 has cancer. The solution
to the problem is: 1/11 = .09 (or 9'70).

Figure 5. Screen during fixed mode training. BasicBayes has just demonstrated a solution to the
mammography problem using a 10 x 10 grid.
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Figure 6. Screen toward the end offixed mode training. The mammography problem has just been
solved a second time, using a 50 x 20 grid instead of a lOX 10 grid.
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Figure 7. Screen demonstrating that entries in the grid can be made in any order and configura
tion, as long as the correct numbers ofcases are entered.



90%, while the corresponding value for the rule training
condition was only 20%. Because its effect was neither
large nor lasting, rule training was omitted from Basic
Bayes. According to the theoretical and empirical results
ofGigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995), training participants
to translate probabilities into frequencies should be suf
ficient to enable them to solve simple Bayesian tasks. The
experimental results reported here are consistent with this
view. Having learned once how to perform this probability
to-frequency translation, the vast majority ofparticipants
reliably used it in novel problems long after training had
ended. Because BasicBayes is nearly identical to its pre
decessor in most important respects, one can reasonably
expect the current version to be equally effective at teach
ing Bayesian reasoning.

A Session with BasicBayes
BasicBayes's predecessor (Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer,

1995) was embedded in an experimental setup in which
participants could not influence the course of training.
BasicBayes, in contrast, is fully menu driven and includes
several forms of feedback not included in the experi
mental version. In its current form, BasicBayes can be
used for training and testing on 38 Bayesian inference
problems. It also allows for the addition of new, custom
made problems.

At the beginning ofa session, the user is given the op
portunity to check whether she is already able to solve
the problems in the probability format. A Test menu of
fers an introduction to using the testing interface as well
as direct access to test problems. The user receives imme
diate feedback as to whether she has solved a problem
correctly.

If solving the problems turns out to be difficult for the
user, training is in order. The Training menu offers four
options-that is, either the fixed or the flexible mode
paired with either the frequency grid or the frequency tree.
The user can start with either mode but is advised to try
the fixed mode first for a thorough introduction to how
Bayesian problems are solved in a frequency format. It
seems to be a matter of personal preference whether a user
chooses the tree or grid version. Use ofboth the tree and the
grid during training might lead to greater flexibility in
dealing with probability revision problems after training,
although this speculation has not been tested empirically.

During training and test, any number of problems can
be chosen by name (problem title) or randomly. It is also
possible to switch between training and testing at any
point. BasicBayes also provides information that enables
the user to evaluate her training progress.

BasicBayes as a Research Tool
Although the primary aim of BasicBayes is to teach

Bayesian reasoning, it can also be used as a tool in re
search on factors that influence the solution of Bayesian
text problems. It allows the researcher to choose a num
ber ofproblems and have participants work on them with
out immediate feedback on their solutions. The result is
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saved in a plain text file and can be inspected by using
any text editor.

Although BasicBayes already includes 38 problems,
for research purposes it will most likely be necessary to
add custom-tailored problems. Accordingly, BasicBayes
includes a template that allows the researcher to key in
and edit new problems. The template corresponds to the
frame-like representation that BasicBayes uses for its
problems (see Figure 3). Help instructions are available
at every step.

Availability
BasicBayes is available free ofcharge for noncommer

cial use only. The program can be downloaded from the
Internet (http://www-psycho.uni-paderborn.de). Trans
fer of the program via regular mail is also possible. In
terested readers should write to the author and enclose a
new formatted floppy disk. BasicBayes will run on any
68K Macintosh with System 7 or higher. On a Power
Macintosh, the extensions must be turned off before the
program is launched. Although considerable effort has
been invested in making BasicBayes error free, there is
no guarantee.

CONCLUSION

BasicBayes is not only based on common sense but on
an empirically supported theoretical framework about
statistical reasoning (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995). The
conventional way to teach Bayesian inference is to teach
participants how to use Bayes's formula. Instead, Basic
Bayes teaches people how to translate probability infor
mation into frequency information. This kind of training
has proved to be quite successful by absolute (in compar
ison with no training) as well as relative (in comparison
with rule training) standards.

BasicBayes illustrates the use of statistical informa
tion in everyday life. Although not a formal statistics tutor,
it would be a valuable tool in high school and college
courses on judgment and decision making. It would also
be useful in basic statistics courses. When time to mas
tery is used as a measure of effectiveness, computerized
tutors compare very favorably with other teaching meth
ods (Anderson et aI., 1995; Skinner, 1984). Training
Bayesian inference in the experimental version of Basic
Bayes took only 1-2 h (Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1995).
By virtue of its greater flexibility, BasicBayes is expected
to achieve the same impressive results as its predecessor
in even less time.
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